
Thursday, July 9, 2020
Music Boosters Minutes July 9, 2020 

Attending:


Bob Gaetjens, Stephanie Bonitz, Marti Loughney, Lester Wicks, Angelica Weichman, Truly 
Baird, Teri Matulis. 


• Minutes from May meeting approved unanimously


Fundraising


Truly Baird: Hot dogs, candy and soda sold during basketball gales. Tried to figure out 
specific items that were both permitted and wanted by people at games. Experienced a 
jump in revenue.


Jennifer Cumberlidge: Acme Cash raised $284.80, which was a little better than 
expected. Double-checked the numbers a couple times.


Acme Cash started up again at the end of August. Will forward information on it to Mrs. 
Bonitz so it can go in the August or September band newsletter. 


PTSO at Somers either uses Acme Cash also or has in the past. 


Lester Wicks: Doesn’t think too many other organizations use Acme Cash.


Jennifer Cumberlidge: Handels Ice Cream is going to send an informational email about 
how spirit nights work. Pint Cards seems to be the fundraiser they use. Probably, we sell 
kind cards, realize a profit of $1.65 per. People can preorder them and then we contact 
Handels and let them know how many we need and pa for them. 


Ice cream socials are another option on their fundraiser sheet.


If the pint card is something we want to do, we can starting getting more information and 
order forms. 


Lester Wicks: Is there a limit to how may pint cards can be used at one time? If we just 
prebuy 200 pint cards and don’t sell them all, we can take the ones we don’t sell and buy 
ice cream then sell it at basketball games for $5 a pine.


Jennifer Cumberlidge.: Storage would be tough.


Truly Baird: And ice cream might not be permitted in the gym.


Jennifer Cumberlidge: Checked out a mask fundraiser. These would be nonmedical 
masks, a polyester cotton mix. They can be sold for $15 apiece or 3 for $39. You can 
design your own mask with a cat paw or our logo. They have kid and adult sizes and 
require a 50-mask minimum order. It’s the same people who do the cookie dough. It works 
the way the cookie dough works. People can order and pay online instead of us collecting 
stuff.
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Truly Baird: If we bulk order, it ought to be cheaper because they’re mass producing.


Lester Wicks: Masks becoming a little bit divisive.


Jennifer Cumberlidge: There are so many people making them and selling them for $5-7, 
$15 seems kind of steep.


Truly Baird: If people are coming to games, you’re there to support the team. In addition 
the band and choir, you can make them part of the uniform.


Jennifer Cumberlidge: Mums sales would require a minimum order of 500. They would 
sell for $15 each and if you want a pumpkin or Frankenstein planter, they’re up to $30 a 
pop. 


Truly Baird: Oh, forget that!


Jennifer Cumberlidge: They have their own database and provide a class for you. I’m just 
not so are about that one. 


Thinks the people look forward to the pies and cookie dough sales.


Finances


Marti Loughney (Treas): As of July 1, $19,879.72 in Huntington account. 


With the Acme deposit, balance will be $20,164.52.


Working on digitizing a tub of finance docs and is setting up an account with “Nonprofit 
Treasurer.”


Found one odd instance of a check for $250 being sent to OMEA twice. We’re a little out of 
balance because there was one check written, but two cleared the bank. 


Stephanie Bonitz: There should be two checks. Both events we ended up paying $250 for. 
Will talk to OMEA treasurer see when the deposits were made.


Angelica Weichman: Received notice she over paid by $20. There should have been two 
checks written out.


Lester Wicks: When banks clear checks electronically, the check no. shows in transaction 
notes. See if it shows whether that check no. did clear twice. 


Marti Loughney: This is the only time in the entree year we had a $250 check. That’s the 
only thing that may or may not be outstanding from the bank account from last year.


Communications


Bob Gaetjens: Need to get together with Missy Hill to get any hard copy documents. 
Planning to update website for current year. 


Need to find a way to get people to sign up for Remind if thats the best way to 
communicate directly with parents. Seems underutilized. 
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Band update


Stephanie Bonitz: We started rehearsal so that’s really nice. It’s good to have our kids 
back, and I’m very excited about that and seeing their smiling faces. 


Heat has been rough at rehearsals. 


Band has rehearsals next week, then a week off.


Band camp is scheduled from 8-4 p.m. but if its 100 degrees out, I may adjust it. OHSAA 
rules are still a factor, as well.


Tag day is rescheduled. It won’t be this weekend, but in two weeks. We’re going to have 
the kids come in on the 18th of July and fill in a quick message on postcards about the 
program signed with first names only, then mail them out to folks in town. 


I’m working on a thank you card that students will fill out if somebody mails back in a 
donation (that mailing also will include the tag). It will keep us socially distant and still get 
some community support. 


July 18 tag day will run from noon to 1:30 or 2 p.m. with pizza provided for the kids. 


Lifetouch photos: The school said we are doing a halt on all athletic and band pics until 
further notice. We also need to get some assistance at some point in time with uniforms. 
Students need to be fiitted. Senior banns also could be on hold.


Senior pics will be fast this year (because we have one senior).


Would also like to get pics of section leaders. We could get them fitted first and take 
socially distant photos of them somewhere. 


Band show: still on as of today.


I sent an email to former and current booster officers to think of ways to make the show 
physically distance and still maintain the protocols we need. 


OHSAA is determining how large events will be run. I’m hoping it comes up in the next 
couple weeks whether we have fans at football games. 


Lester Wicks: Can we still have each band come and broadcast the band on the YouTube 
channel?


Marti Loughney: Bussing could be a concern.


Stephanie Bonitz: For the show, we could invite the community to make free will 
donations and space the seating out.


We would need to secure rights for music to be recorded. With the climate we have 
currently, there are some companies that have said they will be more lenient with 
recordings, so we’ll look into that.


Truly Baird: Suggested a community parade down side streets to OH Somers.


Stephanie Bonitz: We would need a police escort and village permission for a parade 
through town. If we can’t do a formal band show, we’ll do something in the community 
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Choir update


Angelica Weichman: Virtual choir went pretty well. I’m quite well versed in Adobe 
Premiere if we ever need to do something like that again. I’m looking forward to seeing 
them in August (I hope). 


Old Business


Stephanie Bonitz: Still awaiting awards. Mr. Parlow typically does the blankets and 
sweatshirts and stuff. I would imagine he’s still working on them. Haven’t heard back in a 
while. 


May need to look at what we’re doing for the kids. We’ve done the same thing for 5-6 
years and need to also include the choir kids. In the past, they’ve not been included in the 
mix. This year, we need to include them.


New Business


Teri Matulis: Band camp meals will be a bit challenging. The way things are operating, we 
can’t have anything brought in that’s homemade. It needs to be all prepackaged and 
commercially produced. Kids can bring their own lunches.


Band camp dates are July 27-31.


Stephanie Bonitz: We used to take them to places like the Wildcat Café, but then we 
stopped fitting in places. Boosters used to spend quite a bit of money years ago. For 
lunches in the school, I think kids are going to eat in classrooms. 


When we do band camp lunch, I may only have half the band in the cafeteria. Others will 
be in the library and music room.


Marti Loughney: Suggests snacks and maybe adjusting the time.


Stephanie Bonitz: Things could change a bit. Could be miscellaneous rehearsals inside 
and in other spaces. Will need to modify things, potentially.


Can’t cook on site and serve food. 


We also won’t be able to do the bake sale. 


Also could be difficult to be socially distant in the fire station (for the car wash fundraiser).


Jennifer Cumberlidge: Suggests car wash be done in shifts. (so fewer kids working at 
once)


Next meeting Aug. 13 hopefully at MHS.
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